
With love from all at from the Peace Garden 

w/c 27 April 2020 

Dear friend, 

Well, a week seems to pass by very quickly and we have stepped into the beautiful month of 

May.  I thought this quote by Monty Don sums up the feeling of May beautifully. 

 ‘As May slips in, there is the most astonishing greening of the world. It shouldn’t 

surprise me – I’ve been here before nearly fifty times – but every year it shakes me to 

the core, scrambles the sediment that has silted up over winter and sends me spinning 

into a green space. It is like falling in love, like recovering one’s sight.’ 

Things seems to be speeding up in the garden, the herb beds are filling out, the veg beds are 

filling up (so far .. lettuce, spring onions, beetroot, turnip, broad beans, red cabbage, 

tomatoes, onions and leeks are in the ground, either outside or in the polytunnel, and the 

first crop of rhubarb has been turned into rhubarb and ginger jam for the veg boxes!!)  . 
 

AND the shed is looking very smart. Here it is... the small 

detail of a bit of roofing felt to replace (Ross’s job for 

this week), and some hand-made curtains to fit (made by 

Victoria .. we heard a rumour of orange Indian fabric!)  

and it will be finished. What do you think ?  
 

 

MASKED INTRUDER SPOTTED IN THE PEACE GARDEN!!  

When this masked woman entered the garden this week we 

thought she had come to 

steal our tools, but, on 

closer inspection we were 

very pleased (and 

relieved) to discover that 

it was Pat, who had called 

in for a visit and long 

distance chat  - she 

brought her granddaughter Emily and Daughter Allison 

too. It was lovely to see them and Pat has made quite a name for herself in Slaley village 

where she lives with her lawn  - much better than boring stripes !! 

Joke of the week 

Q:Why are husbands like lawn mowers?  

A:They are difficult to get started, emit foul smells, and don't work half the time.   

(One for you Bryan!! ...by the way you are doing a fab job of the grass – you are like the grass 

cutting fairy – we never see you but you sneak in to the garden and transform it magically) 

 



STRANGE DOGGY CRAZE ARRIVES IN NORTHUMBERLAND! (HOW MANY PUNS ON 

DOGS AND BREAD CAN YOU FIND??) 

Lola has been trying to prove just how silly she is by 

posting   photos of herself online, allegedly to make 

some dough – leading many other dogs to rise to her 

challenge and prove that they don’t need much to lead 

them a stray. If she had used her loaf, she would have 

realised that far from gaining her Mothers pride - 

she has made herself look a bit daft and of course, 

face masks should cover your snout not surround it. 

We think Dianne kneads to give you a good talking to 

for coming up with such a half-baked idea.  

 (We made at least 10 puns... can you think of more?) 
 

CREATIVE PURSUITS 

What a talented bunch you are! 

Danny and Dianne 

have been busy 

making their tree 

art mobiles – 

Danny’s is a 

beautifully made 

rainbow mobile – 

carefully coloured 

by hand – and 

Dianne has made a 

mobile from old yellow coat hangers ( very creative – we 

realise you and your dog both have so many hidden talents 

– and might be a bit barking!). 

 

 

And finally, Veronica has been sewing ‘scrubs’ from old 

bed sheets, for local nurses to wear. What an amazing 

contribution to make at this difficult time. 

(We were hoping for a photo of you modelling one).  Well 

done to you all! 

 

 

 



Harry is having a working holiday by the sea!! 

 

Harry is living with his parents at the moment -  near 

Warkworth  (on the North East coast, south of Alnwick). He 

may have hoped for a holiday by the sea, but he has clearly 

been  having to earn his keep by keeping the garden ship-

shape. At least when you return Harry, you will have lots of 

skills to share and will be very fit.  

 

It looks like a lovely garden and the shed looks like the twin 

of the one in the Peace Garden! We hope you are enjoying 

yourself and can’t wait to hear what you have been up to 

when we get back 

to something 

ressembling 

‘normal’. 

 

 

We know you have a love of all things tractor... it 

looks like you have found paradise . Just remember 

it is all done by hand in the Peace Garden! 

 

 

 

 

VEG BOX DELIVERIES 

Whilst the garden is always slow to get going we do hope to begin 

delivering veg boxes by the second week of June - they will be £15 or 

discounted to £10 for participants and volunteers and will contain a 

range of basics (potatoes, carrots and onions) and seasonally 

harvested veg / fruit. The boxes will be delivered to your door and 

our aim is to give priority to our participants and volunteers, as well as to local vulnerable 

people who are not able to go to the shops. We are now taking names of anyone interested . 

The limit will be approx 20 boxes to start with.  

  

 Do remember to send us your news, jokes, and photos of what you have been up to.  

 Take Care xx  

 

 

Send all contributions to katrina_padmore@yahoo.co.uk  

If you need to post them, let us know and we will give you our address. 

mailto:katrina_padmore@yahoo.co.uk

